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You went out to get timber this morning, didn^t you?

Well, tell me, while we are on the subject of material, how do
you know when you've got a good piece of wood?

You have to know the timber.

O.K. But tell me, what do you look for?

Bark, whiteoak.

But how do you know it's going to split?

By looking at it. Different kind of oak, see, it's a mingledy
bark. Whiteoak has a long bark.

So you look for the long. Did you ever hear of anyone actually
taking their teeth — you know, maybe you'd cut out a chip, just
a little piece of wood, you know, out of the tree, and then taV-P
their teeth andbit? on it? Did you ever hear of that or nni-9 m
see if it would split?

See if it would split?

Uhhuh.

No.

would use

Now up there where I'm from ,the whiteoak, too, you know! <^0 that. They
well, how long that split would be? h
Oh, Just maybe a couma ^ ^^ey wom a <-
of the tree, way do,?^ inches

POU "C thel out

see
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(Laughter.)

O.K. How big a timber — piece of timber — should you get?

About four inches 3 six. Don't want it too large, you don't xvant
it too small. If you have it exactly where
i-fhy you can handle it like you — if it get too large, that's
old and stiffs and you can't bend it back and forwards.

What do you do to keep your timber from drying out too soon?

Let it stay in pieces. If you working with It, get it
down to a \ i-tr' that size, keep you a pail of water with the
wind blowing, keep molsty. If it's cloudy weather or foggy
weather, it works good then.

Umhum.

Hot sunshine and wind blowing, slow speed.

Now what you brought out there this morning, how long could you
leave that lying out before you'd have to use it?

Two or three weeks.

Hmm. What would you do if you didn't have whlteoak? What would
you turn to next?

Next in making material? If I didn't have whiteoak — \^ell, 1
haven't tried nothing else but whiteoak.

(Laughter.)

You have to use what you've got.

1 was asking your wife a minute ago, did people through here ever>
make any type of basket other than the whiteoak split?

Not as I know of.

How about the willow switch?

no

1  fc i '

Well, I heard of that. I used to peel woodstraw, no pine needle, just to peel that whh.®®}
^-i-i-beoak Wood

Now why do you consider whitenou ^than the others that you mentioned? ' ^ basket xtater^
Because probably I been , • ' al
I split a piece out the It.there and put - words ,,a

live or sIy n, ' ^ Pet it= » «« on one ofa
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other on the other end and bring it to the test to see can thev
break it and I put it up against that other.

Umhum. Now^ let's go back in your family as far back in time as
you can go, and tell me who all made baskets and where along the
line did you learn, and from whom.

Well, I don't have to go so far back because I couldn't go but a
generation. I didn't even know my granddaddy nor nothing, so
helped my daddy make farm baskets.

What do you mean by farm baskets? What were they used for?

Cotton.

Oh, O.K.

Explain.

When your sack get full, go to row end, empty your cotton out the
sack in the basket. So much — so many times that you have — you
had cotton houses. You had to load your wagon with the cotton
basket. You know they used to have tubs and things but my daddy
was smart enough to make him a basket.

How big was it?

Different size.

But what would be, say, the biggest size you would make?

The biggest size he would make — about two — I would say about
2^ Inches.

Across the top?

And 18 at the bottom. See, that would come out
How tall would that be, then?

About 16 inches or better, two foot or asometimes ifd be larger and sometimes It'f

Would it have handles on it?
Sure, handles or hand holds.
And was this called a cotton basket?

-3-
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Sure.

I've never heard of that one.

(Laughter.)

Well3 as long as you in this world, you be learning something
you ain't never heard. As long as you live — as long as a
person live, he's learning something or learning someone else
something. You going to see something might near every day you
ain't seen. You teaching both ways. You understand what I'm
talking about? Somebody watching you and you teaching him. If
you doing a bad habit, he going to want to take a part, or doing
a good one. You teaching each day you live. Somebody watching
you, and so if you're doing a good deed, why, you going to —
and'if you're doing a bad one —
Now, that was your dad who made the cotton baskets?
Right.

Did you say, though, that your granddad before —
No. I never did.

And would he make his baskets out of whiteoak splits, too?
Umhum. All I can do to tell you what I
done seen and did, but something else that I heard of I can't
tell you that. All I can give is what I seen or did. Just like
you say, you was in Kentucky, in parts of Kentucky, X couldn't
tell nobody else where to go — you could do that but I couldn't
Umhum, umhum.

We just traveling by experience now.

Now, let's keep our thoughts on your father's baskets ^
a minute. Don't think about your own yet. What d-i ee .
of baskets would he make? ^^fferent typ
He just made a regular type, just a regnl^^r. v.
make no fancy type. J^eguiar basket.
So they would all have basically
scribed?

Naw, he didn't —

e

never

s

tliti

same shape
you he-
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As the cotton basket? They'd all look like that?

Naw, he didn't — he just made a regular basket. He didn't
for now, he told me to forget about my time.

Right. Just for the time being, let's just describe his. Now
you're saying a regular basket. Now you're talking to a Ken-
tuckian, and a regular basket to you might not be a regular
basket to me, so what do you call a regular basket?

Would you let me show you one?

Sure, sureJ

To me

Do what, now?

what I was talking about.

O.K. This is what you would call, then, a regular basket?

j say, about explaining to

O.K. Why don't you tell him what you've

O.K. You know I'm working for the Library?

Well, what is
got in mind?

Umhum.

And one of the things I want to do in May is to set up an exhibit
in the new museum that's going to be in the Triangle Center, you
know that used to be the old Main Street Public School, and one
of the people that I wanted to have in the exhibit was you with
your baskets. I mean, what I would ask for you to do would he
to loan me some of your baskets to display and the picti^rf^^ vv.
I am taking would be — some of the pictures would al k
play, explaining what it is you do, and how you do it o
what this interview is for, and that's what wp^'-n^ 4- V '. ^ that's
tures for. ^ taking the pic-

So your voice will likely be used in thp i
Let me say one thing to you, I'm not mtt • in
or in the future. Neither L Barh. ^ cent out
academic with us. We're both inf 0-K.? Thiho. things ..i. Jo„o l„ the'paSln?!''''

V.o« the,.re «

'5-



Yes, yes. Now, now, this here Just the regular basket, then.

Umhum.

That's just the regular. That's all he knowed how — It's

(A: Umhum.

■W: , right now.

!A: O.K.

'W: That's all I got. He didn't make them on this style here.

jM; He didn't make them like this?

?V/: He didn't make them like this.

jM: But he made them like —

fW: Made them just like this.

fiM: Well, how do you, in your own words, how do you describe the
difference between these two baskets?

rW: That's with thin — with thin like
made like a barrel

3A: So this one is wider at the top than it is at the bottom, that's
one difference.

TW: Sure.

LM:
ji

j

tW:

LM

BA

LM

TW:

And this one is just prettier to you, isn't? I mean von tm
of you into this than you did into this one? ^ A\ore

Right. So many times — you see why I put more -s-v,.
that? See how fine ^ ^*^^0 this than

Umhum. Oh, yes, yes.'

O.K. You mean the different sizes of
And it's a tighter weave ton • ^ that?difference, but — ' = isn't it? Yeah
I want you to see it 1 can see the

>';x

-6-
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But I wanted you to say it, too, you know. Yeah, I sure can.
Now what is the main function of this basket? What would it "
have been? Today it might be just because people like this
sort of thing, to have it around, but back in the days when
your daddy was making it and when you first learned to make it
yourself, what did people use the baskets for?

Used for harvest and putting corn in, loading, throwing it in
the wagon; sometimes they pour corn from the pile and put
it on the ground, then you have to have a basket to pick it up,
put the corn in the basket and take the basket and dump it in
the wagon.

Well, I'll say:

What about around the house?

Put all the trash and everything in it. It's good for that.- A
basket is handy at all times. At all times. Just put the trash,
or put the children's toys, see, just put them in there, it's
still handy. Just handy.

Did your dad make this different range of sizes, or did you do
this yourself? Did you start making them different sizes?

This was my daddy's.

This was your daddy's right here? Is this a bushel basket, or
what is that?

That's not quite — according^to what you put in it. That's
according to what you put in it. See, so many bushels — you
know this day and time you can measure, weigh, now, and that's —
would it be the shelled, or with the shuck — according to what
you dealing with. But a regular bushel basket like that at tv,o+-

— lust about like that. _ ^time, it would been — just about like that.

Another foot higher

Just roughing everything in there. You see von
bushel now and put it in there and weigh it' "^ould take a
how many pounds in a bushel? '

I don't know.

I don't know, either.

(Laughter.)

You rascal: He'
got us on that one

■7-
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Yeah, he does.

You haven't got

Naw. But this was your daddy's type. And then you started mak
ing different sizes? Tell us about your decision to make the
different sizes, why you chose to do this.

In my mind, because it was the thing to do. That's when you do
it, when your mind change to do that. I'm going to tell you

In those days, that was a dirt road, finally
they put gravel on there. See how they mind was changed, that's
what we talking of, finally put gravel on there.
change they mind and put blacktop on there. See what I'm talking
about? So a fellov/'s mind my mind was changed
right there. You all the time try to do the next thing that's
best, better and better, better and better.

So you changed when the times changed?

Sure.' .' .' You don't stay right in one rut there, time is changing.
And have got to think for myself to change, I couldn't wait until
you think to change me, I had to change myself.

I like that. That's the truth.

Urahum.

1 have to change myself. I always did love to . ^ x
think I told you the other day — if you beats me thinking, that's
your business. I'm talking about And if I beat you
thinking, that's my business.

That's right.

Then, if we think together, that's our business. Ain't nn-hv^-
wrong with that, is there? (Inaudible comments.) tnxngWhen you reason together, there's more and more'strength
That's right.

But if you're single, you just got to muscle it
on out .That's like two old mules pulling; aEair,.^& =igainst each othen •

That's right. Just like two o] d n, t
see me doing now. When I fi Pullino-
started, didn't nobody nav t the othS HVp „see you every day passing'

borne

i

^uine sav t

t?

Eolng in ^^  making

V' •' 'iVr:
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baskets, just going to my job. All i-ight, I was on my Job.
f: That's right I

I '

I was on my job. So, I don't see the difference. A hundred
pounds of feathers just as heavy as a hundred pounds of nailsj  A hundred pounds ain't but a hundred pounds. Is It?
That's right. (Laughter.) You're exactly right.

/[;

V-
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L
I

M:

k:

A;

if:
I

}'•
W:

A:

W:

M:

A:

W:

That's nice!

Isn't that pretty.'

See, that's all In mind.

Now did you make those with any specific use in mind, or do you
just like that shape?

Different shapes.

That's nice.

Isn't that pretty.

You put flowers, an arrangement.

O.K.

And whatnot.

Oh, I like that, too.

Umhum.

See what I'm talking about?

Yeah.

These are pretty, aren't they?
Which is your favorite of 9.11
I couldn't tell voii h youmake them to other I like all

Just my favorite . ' ^ just h
After all to

all

-9
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was one size and one color^ it wouldn*t be nothing but that, but
you got to have something in your favor to get it.

But there*s one that you like better than all the others, down
deep.

Well, telling you like it is — just like you come up and say,
all right, I'm going to get one of these baskets. You ain't get
ting it for my favor, you getting it for your favor.

That's true.

I know it is.

Yeah.

Which one was your favorite?

I almost like this one. I don't know. Isn't that a pretty thing?

It is pretty.

That's nice, too.

That's the reason I have to make them all kinds and all sizes.

When I was here last week you had a couple of real little, bitty
ones. What were those for? What would you think they'd be for?

Well --

Like toys?

they want them all kinds of ways
That's the reason I say

The kind that your daddy _would _have made for the cotton basket
would it have been one like this with a handle to ^

TW: No.

LM: It was sort of rectangular. vjasn't it?

icW:
1

It would have been handles in the

BA: Uhhuh.

TW: Handles on the side.

LM: Oh, oh, handles Ukg that

5 too .
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Yeah.

I see3 uhhuh.

But that was just so small, that one

There*s a little tiny one. Aren^t those cute?

You axe me, I believe, what did I make them for.

UhhuhJ

Now, that^s whatever you want to do with it. You may have a
rose, cut off and drop down in there and it hold your
rose up.

You could put a candle in it, too, couldn^t you?

Sure. I was looking to put a rose in there to show you how it
looks, I might have one before you leave.

you have one there, too.

Yeah. See, you can use that kind of thing.

Let me get a color slide of that.

Oh, O.K. Good. — Isn't that pretty?

O-o-o-oI

(Laughter.)

Now, see your flower, now look off standing off from there

Uhhuh.

Now just look how beautiful that is.'

UmhumI

Now all that was in my mind. Just can't
tell how vmi-vo

Umhum. tlirid

I Just don't think that can be beat;
(Rooster crows.)

Now, that's still a dlff

there 3  isn't it7

-11-
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Sure. That^s a cap I make. This hat on my head. It's a cap.

I noticed that hat. I want you to look at that hat.

Oh~h-h.' Uhhuh.

You know, now you tell Mr. Miller I showed you one I was making
when you was here? It's a real beauty. It's a —

I'm not sure if you did or not.

a sport hat.

Well, that's why it looked like a different kind of hat!

Umhum.

You took a picture of that?

Uhhuh, yeah.

O-o-hJ

This

Look at that.'

This a dreamy type hat.

A dreamy type hat? Isn't that pretty?

You ought to just try it on and see how — see ~ or you can wear
your bow can be behind —

Or on the side.

On the side.

Lift it up just a little bit higher. That'

Isn't that pretty.'

That's neat. Let him look at it

I love it.

O.K.

That's a dream hat.

If s a little large;

s good, right there

the way the
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A little large, but it's

here we go. He's going to take a picture of me with the
hat on.

Wait a minute, let her get it up Just a little bit off of your
eyes.

Yeah.

Not too much up.

Sort of cock it back a little. That's good.

Is that all right?

Yeah! Hey! Did I show you that two-fold hat I have?

Oh, show him.

What is it?

A beach hat. I got a beach hat.

It's a beach hat. Didn't you call it a convertible hat?

Convertible.

That's it.

Now, this is a convertible.

(Laughter.)

Now, for instance — I ain't going to press it on your head
see how it's going to fit her, see how it's fitting her now'>
Uhhuh, uhhuh.

And then. If you like. If you get tired of
Just turn it right over, and see how she e-o-infi ® wav

down on'
That's great!

Isn't that something!

But that's Just then
get tired

> ease the
handl< 5  just •.'i

%
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Hold this one

Put your handle in your hand.

Now is that finished^ that way?

Sure! It's finished. If you want to put some decorations, your
balls around there, that's your business about that.

But you've finished it?

I've finished it.

Hold it right there. Turn it up toward me again.

This way?

Either way. Yeah, that's good right there. That's fine.
Oh, that's good.

That good?

(Inaudible comments.) I'm tired of standing up.

Oh, that's your work table?

I'm just tired of standing up.

I'll tell you what. Get the one behind you over there and sort
of be working on it, and let me shoot two or three slides

Well, I'm just about far as I was going with it. Let me get a

Well' Let's pack up two or three ofthe best, and out of the wav
that's good; That's excellent there. Put vour hands;
thsf". 'h -p-iMQ Tivia-f- Tfi-iT1 ^ It •

the best, and
that's good!
that's fine. That will

Oh, yeah. Oh, this is that wall plaque I was

Oh, yeah. She mentioned that to me. Uhhuh

This would be — you know — just like a

It's wired and ready to go, isn't if?
Umhum, umhum. Isn't that

Now, what is that?
pretty?

telling you about.

Christmas.

•il W3
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M This my manufacturing tools, right there. This is a

see how See, some wo.k went
ue.

s .

A

Yeah, I can see how thin those splints are

See how thin they are?

Am I in the way, baby?

:m

W:

M;

Let me step back Just a little bit. Yeah. Step aside, honey
That's a good shot, right there. ^
That's

^  to do. I want to Just shoot with this blackand white down on that. It will be picture.

O.K. You can get that detail.

Let me take this out if I — well, no, it'll be good to have it
in there, though; it'll show his name, won't it?

O.K.

V;ant me to kind of straighten it around?

Yeah. Uhhuh. Yeah. That'll be good.

Need some help?

This camera over in the way.

That's what I thought.

I want to get way on down here and Just get thpt
section right there. That's nice. That'll middle
shoot one of color on that. ^ Sood —

me

Yeah, do that.

I'll Just sort of focus it-L x± just sort of focus it on that
got about this much, you know. -^^ttle metal

Well, good. That'll be great
area ther

e.
^ We

Now, if you would, I'd I,-!

sSnSrLs:!"'"-'!'' S: Shots tlot. to Oo tor „s, some spUts " IWln; 'so^i^Jhst St p
' JSU Htala L® ">istS,e?= . or
—  help -1-0^

15-
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With what she wants to do there in the Library, if* you could
sort of take two or three different steps, you know. If we
could get some shots of you doing two or three different things.
Like riving out some of your splits, or something.

I've got pictures of that. I took those the other day.

So what don't you have, then?

The pictures I took of you putting the splits in, I'm not sure
how well those will turn out. And the other thing I would like
to do if you could, would be to show us how you start, how you
put the ribs in place, and that kind of thing.

Have you got anything that you can do that with?

Yeah, I think so.

Will you bring it back over here, or do you —

(Skip?)

How many different types —

That's what I know, that's what I told you.

How many different ones would you say you actually make? Twenty
to thirty different kinds?

/: Well, you can count them.

I want you to look at that! They are precious. Hey, what is
that? A boot?

That's a key chain in a boot.

Oh, do you do some carving, too?

Ain't no way — your key chain, you know. Just
through there, I didn't put the hole through ^ ̂ Olekeys. Your keys may be hard to - lost your keyr^"
How often do you make this type of thin

Well, I'm working on now them u
on down chains,
in your ear.

tcrO

You're kidding! Wait
P" " uck «it, r

Boin? to

it to tit

Bet thai.
No

> f
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I don't know how it would be —•

That's it!

That's it: That's great. That's precious.

Look at those little things.

Yeah. I think I'd like to have one of those for a minute. Isn't
that something!

That's the reason I say about whatsomever — you can't tell v/hat
going to come into your mind to make. You can make something of
all kinds, regardless of how little it gets —

That's something.

You're just a regular factory down here, sir.

We have a job — it's working on down to you, now.

Those really have delicate form to them.

That one — well, let's see — that one a little small for your
head, I believe. Now, stand still, try that, it may be a little
larger, and you going to feel the air automatic already coming
through here.

You do, won't you?

Sure.

Well, I'll say.

Peel the air automatically. You won't have to —

Well, you're quite a whiz.

reason I was telling you about that
.  Let me get some of this here -- ^hing.

Yeah, good. Uhhuh.

I'm going to have to work this on down to
Uhhuh.

sit on that

Sure. That's the

I'm proving it now Se

a —

e

-n
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What are you doing now? What do you call that? What ar^e vnii
doing?

getting this all down to the lowest turn.

Simply splitting it out, then^ right now?

Splitting it out 5 now^ to get to that
See what trouble I got to go through.

Umhum.

I went to the . I been to the woods, cut the tree like that^
and now I'm manufacturing

(Scream?)

Some time.

You always use an axe and a sledge?

Wellj I try to study the best way out^ what I can make

(END OF TAPE #33-1.)

As I saldj I've got some of these.

Using that 3 too?

Well, I'm not sure about that. Oops.'

I want to get one of this black and white film.

All right. Now this, this here bark on here. See this bark T
was telling you about?

Yes, sir? It's big, long — yeah, I sure do.

See the bark on that tree yonder?

Uhhuh.

■ft

m

I see what you're saying. rnhaf ,hat wouldn't split ^
»1„H no „„ thno«„j too Eood,

" ton I bark otr horeo

No.

Humra.'

. "'K

-18-
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You Just burn that bark strip, then, or what?

Sure, I Just —

Oh, I see.

What I want us to do is to show four or five of the crafts
people here in the County, you know, and exhibit what they do
and it will call attention to what you are doing, too.

That's at the Triangle?

That's right.

That amazes me, how they can split that out that way.

I know it I

How many splinters do you get in your hands.

Well, turn it on where I can see, where I can tell you.
hands is Just about smoother than yours.

(Laughter.)

My

I been axed that once before. Say, let me see them rusty hands
with all them splinters in it. There's my hands. Let me see
your hands. They Just as smooth as — what's the difference?
Feel themJ

Isn't that something!

Huh.' So you don't get splinters, huh?

Now you got to know what
you can tell when the_thick side, and the thin side t
coming in there — this here made this here tallv wi-h-u ^
here, ^ this

m

Now

or

has that piece got a name so far*? Tq
a spiu _

These here splits are called thp .

Oh, those are ribs vou'tp J'OUr side.
">a/dng nowo

Just like this here

19-



The ones that stick up and down?

The ones that stick up and down, that's rib. You know that's
brace.

Right. O.K., now which is your rib?

I ain't — I leave them a little thick.

These will be splits then, what you are doing, now. O.K.

Made the ribs a little thicker than the splits because got to
have a brace to it. Strength.

You know, I asked you about the typical basket. Because again,
where I'm from, the typical basket is the bow basket. You know,
it's got the heart-shaped bottom to it.

Umhum.

And has an axle handle that's a part of the basket itself, so
that your basket is entirely different from the ones they make
up there.

Yes, sir. I'd love to see them.

I like these.

They made out of this?

Made out of the same thing, that's what they are.

Maybe you'll get me an appointment up there one day.

Wellj v/e'll send him a picture of the bow baskets we've

I'll do that. I'll send him pictures — it woiilrS k
get him up there some time. good t

That's about all, sanding and all that.

That'd really be nice. Back

o

now

See, I'm coming around on another

Yeah, go ahead.

You can go ahead if

. If

angle.

That-
'  to

'20.
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I'll just turn that back around and working It on down to the
lowest turn of

mi |
?¥

Umhum^ umhum. But you're not throwing those away^ are you?

No-o-ol That's the best part, that's why you work down to it
See, you got to work It down to It, See, I worked that tree
down to — It's a pretty good piece to work a tree down to,
ain't It?

IM Sure is. Now will you make this one thinner, or Is that as
thin as you go with that one?

LM;
1

'W:

jU:

Going to make it thinner.

It's amazing how that splits out, isn't it?

That's the reason I was telling you. You got to know it.

You got to know your bark, got to know your wood. 0-o-oh.'
That's —

Lm.

All right. So you have to feel where is your weak spot. See,
that's a weak spot right there. I've got to trim this here and
make that a then feel on down and right here I'm going
to catch on to it.

Humml There's no way you can keep it from pulling out, though;
if it starts to, it Just comes on out, doesn't it?

[•W,

liM;

Put your pressure on it.

Oh, you can? By changing the pressure you can keep it from
splitting out on you, huh?

?W

I

IPW

Right. If you notice and catch it in time. See T
this hard. See, I'm doing this here — you don't ■ ^ Phllino-
or you'll pull it out right then. That's about snatch it'^Of cloth, might near. as thin as a piece
0-o-oh.'

See how I got this here — PUttino-
this one, and bring this back in ^ hit

m

iA

Well, it sure did.

The sun's going to

Umhum, It's warm.

on

isn't It.

■21
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Well, he got all the way through with it. Look thereJ

Well!

See what I'm talking about. Get some more
Do good to strip it naked. wore my cloths out.

You sure have.

made that cross there.

Did you get a picture of this the other day?

No.

And this where I

Let me get this other camera in here.

I wanted you to see how smooth that is.

Oh, feel that: Isn't that something.'.'
Oh, my goodness!

I said I'd try to tell you about that
Now run your hand on up there, you see where I stopped off at,
this way, you can feel the rough.

Oh, yeah, yeah, uhhuh.

But now you know when I go through all that and then t-Via •
I ain't getting what it's worth. Prices
In terms of the hours, at all, are you?

I ain^t getting what it worth.

Uhhuh. ' I agree with you.

I ain't getting what it worthyou ^uo., you Uo, au'; ^
umhum. ' ^ven Hhe that ^
well, _see, I'mtrirr,,,be this siz

1 */■

;;'v«

,r

o -

e here!'^^2
that"

Thl s ha Be
to run out 5  roinc- Y

0

'-Xk'l
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Have you taught anybody else to do this?

No.

Well, V70uld you, if they wanted to learn?

Well, you know, I'd be glad to, but you know, it's worth
something. Just like you getting paid for teaching. If I
would get what it was worth, I wouldn't mind, I'd be glad
to. I want the young folks to know it, because prior to
that up that away. But it's j*ust me, and I
ain't getting nothing for it, why, what — I'm still
begging for

Sure you are.

So if I get paid what it's worth to go through that, I be glad
to take classes for so many hours. And if they obey. A few
I had — when I went to telling them, they went to telling me,

so I said, if you already know, there ain't nothing I can tell
you.

Where was this?

A few of them — I told them — they wanted to learn, and they
told me, wait, now, I already know. So I said, if you already
know, wasn't no need of me.

That's right.

Ain't no need of me telling you

Let me ask you a question. Before '— what was the market like
hov/ did you market your baskets before you started takine:
around as you do now?

se

How would I market them?

Yeah, how would you sell them? How would von
them? 3-bout

Just by the time I put in.

No, I don't mean that, but how would ,
you get

How would people know you had

job
m

0 me.

What

1 got

come to you. if and the
body. He'll come tn ^

V L) mcN ...

follow int-
job T ^®^ested iI Vjon'e , 3

lllng

customers'?

stuff.
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